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'R&B Pop Crossover' song stylings by a seasoned and soulful vocalist and top 40 appeal. Plenty of soul.

8 MP3 Songs EASY LISTENING: Love Songs, POP: Today's Top 40 Details: Lady C "This Lady Sings!"

There is a new sound on the music horizon and it belongs to Lady C! Nature created a sound that would

not be denied a voice. Her voice is as sultry as the earth, and as fresh as a morning breeze. Singing is to

her what breathing is to mortals. She sings because she has to, and that truth hangs onto every note of

every song she sings. With vocal training from the renowned Seth Riggs, Lady C takes us on a musical

journey with each song. Lady C cut her musical chops in L.A.'s club scene and working with some of the

music industry's greatest talents such as L.T.D., Bill Medley, Michael Jackson and Stevie Wonder. Stevie

handpicked her to record and tour with his own super band, Wonderlove. Lady C can be heard on Stevie

Wonder's "Hotter Than July", "Songs In The Key Of Life", and "Characters" albums. Two notable

recordings from these are "Get It", a Stevie and Michael Jackson duet, backed by Lady C's vocals. Also,

the seminal Motown recording, "As" with Stevie's and Lady C's vocals sounding like an entire choir!

Today, when Lady C performs live, even strangers unfamiliar with her talent wander in just to hear.

Seasoned performers are brought to their feet when she performs one of her new hit songs or tunes we

have all heard a thousand times before. Lady C's stage presence is commanding and overwhelmingly

gracious. The skill to excite and thrill her audiences whether in a cozy club or packed stadium comes from

her experience gained by recording and touring with industry superstars such as Stevie Wonder and

Wonderlove. You can be sure the love she offers in her music to audiences both large and small, comes

straight from her heart. Meeting Lady C is like opening the door to a sun-filled room. Immediately you feel

refreshed. Seconds later you are amazed when you realize the source of that wonderful feeling is Lady C.

Hearing her unique vocal styling tell you that you are witnessing something special. As you will soon
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discover from her latest release, "This Lady Sings!", Lady C combines a variety of vocal stylings but

uniquely her own flavor of Pop, R&B and a hint of Smooth Jazz. This amazing talent combined training,

experience and travel to create a singing style whose sophistication and earthiness echo in your memory

long after you've left her performance. The glow of her golden skin and flashing Creole eyes alert you to

expect the rare and unusual. You are never disappointed! Neuhaus Entertainment and Leadfeather

Productions are proud to introduce you to Lady C. Once you hear her, we are certain that you will agree

with the album title... "This Lady Sings!". Leadfeather Productions Neuhaus Records A Division of

Neuhaus Entertainment, LLP Copyright 2003, All Rights Reserved Email:

LadyC@neuhausentertainment.com
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